
High Quality Induction UV-C Lamp Introduction



WHAT IS ULTRAVIOLET?

Ultraviolet light is part of the light spectrum, which is classified into three wavelength ranges:

•UV-C, from 100 nanometers (nm) to 280 nm
•UV-B, from 280 nm to 315 nm
•UV-A, from 315 nm to 400 nm

WHAT IS GERMICIDAL ULTRAVIOLET?

UV-C light is germicidal – i.e., it deactivates the DNA of bacteria, virus and other pathogens and thus 

destroys their ability to multiply and cause disease. Specifically, UV-C light causes damage to the nucleic  

acid of microorganisms by forming covalent bonds between certain adjacent bases in the DNA. The 

formation of such bonds prevent the DNA from being unzipped for replication, and the organism is unable to 

reproduce. In fact, when the organism tries to replicate, it dies.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF USING GERMICIDAL ULTRAVIOLET?

Ultraviolet technology is a non-chemical approach to disinfection. In this method of disinfection, nothing is 
added which makes this process simple, inexpensive and requires very low maintenance. Ultraviolet purifiers 
utilize germicidal lamps that are designed and calculated to produce a certain dosage of ultraviolet (usually 
at least 16,000 microwatt seconds per square centimeter but many units actually have a much higher 
dosage.) The principle of design is based on a product of time and intensity – you must have a certain 
amount of both for a successful design.
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HOW DOES AN INDUCTION LAMP WORK?

Because there is no fragile electrode burning within, lamp life expectancy is increased to 100,000 HOURS 
which is over 500% longer than standard HID and fluorescent technology. To produce light, the ballast 
supplies the electric coils with high frequency electrical current. The ferrite magnets on either side of the 
bulb then emit electromagnetic fields which excite electrons within the bulb. As the electrons accelerate 
inside the bulb, they collide with mercury atoms and produce ultraviolet (UV) light radiation.

WHAT IS AN INDUCTION UV-C LAMP?

HERE ARE JUST A FEW APPLICATIONS

Drinking Water Food Processing
•Brewery & winery
•Soft drinks, fruit drinks and juices
•Bottling facilities
•Dairy processing
•Liquid sugars, sweeteners and edible oils
•Water based lubricants
•Pure wash water

•Under sink installs & water vending machines
•Boats & recreational vehicles
•Water wells & water cisterns
•Swimming pool & hot tubs
•Farms, ranches & trailer parks
•Schools & hotels
•Aquarium, hatcheries and nurseries
•Ice Making

Medical
•Pharmaceutical production
•Laboratories, hospitals and clinics
•Maternity labor and delivery areas
•Pathology labs, kidney dialysis
•Animal husbandry

Industries
•Cosmetics and electronic production
•Pond & lake reclamation
•Laundry water



 ADVANTAGES OF A UV LAMP TUBE: 

185nm+254nm Dual Bactericidal Effect

 Ozone photolysis but also sterilization.

Can soak in water directly without sleeve.   

UV intensity reduction is less than 5% within three years.

Using high quality quartz glass.

FEATURES

SPECIFICATION DESCRIPTION
Part Number EI-250C
Wavelength 253.7nm

Ozone Yes (185mn)
Power 250 Watt

Lifespan 100,000 Hours

IP Rating IP68
Disinfection Time 20 minutes

Remote control YES

Timer YES

Voltage 120-277V

Tube Dimension 340*180*90mm

Foldable Cart 400*400*1180mm

Foldable design for easy shipping and packing.




